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Abstract:  In the rheological models used in the mathematical description of the rheological behavior of 

concrete. Plays stiffness modulus variation, tangential effort, apparent viscosity, friction angle. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Fresh concrete behaviour under load is a difficult problem taking into account the 

number of factors influencing its characteristics. One of the first used models for concrete was 

the Ross model. This model illustrates the concrete behaviour, in time, but presents several 

drawbacks disadvantages mainly that it does not represents correctly phenomenon of 

relaxation. Another simple model describing the concrete rheological behaviour is the series 

Kelvin-Hooke model. 

The Burgers and Flug models are designed conceived in order to better describe the 

concrete stable and unstable creep, respectively the slow flow under loading. The composed 

models that use a series of combined simple models and that better describe the load are those 

realised by Neville Covvan and Freudental. Using the Hooke elastic elements they describe 

the rapid charging, while the Kelvin, Burgers, Newton type elements, are describing the slow 

loading. Such a model, one of the most complexes, is the Toroja Paez model. 

A model that describes the plastic flow, as well, is the Stolnikov model. This model 

inserts a Kelvin type element with a Maxwell Schwedow type body that presents the plastic 

deformation, also. A composed model more accurate and particularly suitable is the Ulâţki 

model that takes into account the elastic and plastic deformations of the concrete constituents. 

Dynamic load being applied, i.e. vibration mode, it causes changes in the fresh concrete 

structure, as well as in its rheological characteristics. Elasticity, viscosity, rigidity modulus, 

the internal forces and all the other rheological characteristics are influenced by the amount of 

force, the way this force is applied, as well as the concrete composition and workability 

characteristics. 
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Fig. 1 Ross model 

 

Fig. 2 Kelvin-Hooke model 

 

 

    

                      
Fig. 3 Burgers model Fig. 4 Nerville model 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Cowan model        Fig. 6 Stolnikov model 
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2.TANGENTIAL EFFORT VARIATION 

 

In concrete tangential effort variation under a static load action. 

 
 

Fig. 7 In concrete tangential efforts variation, as a time function 

 

When applying an increased tangential effort by 50% compared to the previous case, 

the curve is modified, a viscous flow area being occurred. The rheological model is presented 

as a KE solid combined with a Schwedow Maxwell body, a spring being serially connected 

with a plastic body, representing the flow yield limit followed by an attenuation element. 

 
Fig. 8 Tangential effort variation in sample on the in wire tension increase 

 

Papadakis, as well as Stolnikov conducted tests regarding the cement paste yield 

strength, but it should be noted that these values do not apply to plastic concrete, which has a 

much higher consistency. 

 

3.STIFFNESS MODULUS STUDY 

 

The rheological characteristic of a plastic viscous - expanding solid that indicates the 

characteristic growth of the required effort for uniform deformation increase is defined as the 

stiffness modulus. Analogous to the transverse shear modulus, it is suitable for nearly non-

elastic deformation, and the dilatancy produces a resistance by forcing the particles to 

reorganize reducing the fluid-filled space between the particles, without a significant increase 

in volume. 
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Fig. 9 schematic diagram for the rigidity modulus study device 

 

 
Fig. 10 Concrete strength variation in compression-relaxation 

 

 
Fig. 11 Stiffness modulus variation for concrete depending on its composition 
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4.DYNAMIC VISCOSITY VARIATION 

 

In order to study the dynamic viscosity, Powers used a recording viscometer 

consisting in a rotating cylindrical container, into which is introduced a fixed drum. 

 
Fig. 12 Average tangential effort variation for a cyclic deformation 

 

 
Fig. 13 Average tangential effort variation to repeated cycles 
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Fig. 14 Average tangential effort variation with amplitude increasing, to repeated cycles 

 

5.APPARENT VISCOSITY 

 

An attempt to determine the apparent viscosity of thinned concrete under the vibration 

effect was performed by L'Hermite and Tournon. For this purpose, the concrete container was 

fixed on a vibrating table and a metal sphere with a diameter larger than that of the particles, 

placed in the container was pulled out with a constant force. 

 
Fig. 15 Apparent viscosity variation 
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Fig. 16 Apparent viscosity variation depending on the amplitude  

 

6.INTERNAL FRICTION 

 

Using a device similar to the type used to test soil resistance, l'Hermite determined the 

friction variation as a function of the normal pressing finding the value of the internal friction 

angle adjusted, Ф1 with its value, in sliding case, Ф2. For concrete these values are closer. 

The Coulombian friction is characterized by the expression: 

τr= τ0 +P tgФ 

where P, is the normal pressing and τ0 is the tangential effect to P = 0, as concrete 

being a dilatancy system, the tangential effort it is not one, even in the absence of normal 

pressure. 

 
Fig. 17 Friction study apparatus according to l'Hermite 
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Fig. 18 Concrete friction angle variation 

 

7.CONCLUSIONS 

 

Based on the analysis of the cases known in the specialized literature it can be found 

that in the study of the vibration-concrete behaviour, the dynamic models deal the problem in 

an unilaterally manner, either from the vibration source of point of view and reducing to a 

conventional minimum the concrete participation, or from the concrete point of view, the 

model being studied from the rheological point of view, but not in the vibration regime 

hypotheses. 
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